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Introduction
Entering the new year, 2021, there are

online. Aite Group reports that digital

also the objective of Know Your Customer

many changes in consumer behavior that

channel transactions soared by 250% in

(KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML)

began in 2020 as a result of the pandemic.

2020.

regulations and requirements.

choosing to bank and make payments is

Our first Incognia Mobile App Report for

KYC plays an essential role in customer

arguably one of the biggest changes in

2021 focuses on the onboarding process,

identification to fight financial crime and

behavior. With access to physical banks

comparing ten of the most popular fintech

money laundering. The KYC process is

restricted

apps. Creation of new accounts is where

mandatory for financial institutions and

to

the customer experience begins and also

requires verifying the identity of customers

mobile banking and payments apps to fill

ends when the process is too complicated

opening an account and periodically over

the gaps.

or creates too much friction. New account

time. With the shift to mobile, KYC processes

creation is also the point where identity

need to obtain and verify the required

For many consumers this is the first

fraud plays a major role. Once in the door

information for customer identification via a

time using mobile banking. Not only are

with a fake identity, fraudsters are then

mobile interface, requesting and capturing

consumers using mobile banking apps to

equipped for downstream fraud including

highly

login to accounts to check balances, they

mule activity, synthetic identity fraud and

information that mobile app users would

are also managing remote deposits and

first party fraud. Catching fraudsters at the

not customarily share.

payments and opening new accounts

front door is not only smart business but

The transformation of how consumers are

distancing,

with

lockdown

consumers

are

and

social

looking

sensitive

personally

identifiable
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Included in the list of apps reviewed are not only mobile banking apps, but also investing & trading and other financial services apps, such
as those that provide credit scores and paycheck advances. We wanted to review the onboarding process across a selection of financial
services apps to see how they compared.

Mobile Banking

Investing/Trading

Other Financial

This report contains an analysis of the onboarding process for new customers opening a new account using one of the selected fintech
mobile apps, including screenshots and a measurement of the steps involved. The data from this analysis is used in the calculation of an
Onboarding Friction Index which provides a comparative measure of how easy or difficult the onboarding process is for different fintech
mobile apps. In addition to the quantitative analysis, there is also a qualitative analysis and discussion of the different methods used by the
apps for identity verification and authentication of new accounts.

Note: Simple announced that it is ceasing operations in 2021 and transitioning services to BBVA USA.
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Methodology
This report is based on data collected from October 16 to October 27, 2020,
and all information and screen captures were collected during this period.
The onboarding process was evaluated both on Android and iOS platforms.
To eliminate variability created by different people completing applications,
the same person completed the onboarding process for each of the apps.
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The following data was measured and collected:
Application time
The time required to submit a new account application via the mobile app, including the signup time from the first
registration screen to the last, when the application is complete and submitted. The application sign up time for each app is
shown as the average of the time recorded for onboarding on both operating systems, Android and iOS.
Screens
The number of screens that are presented during the onboarding process was recorded for each app, including all the
screens from the beginning until the end of completing a new account application.
Clicks
The number of clicks required for submitting a new account application were counted and recorded from the first until the
last onboarding screen. If any screen had the need for multiple clicks, all were counted.
Fields
All fields and checkboxes that were required to be entered as part of the onboarding process were counted and included in
the count of required fields.
Information requested
The specific personal information items requested as part of the new account application were recorded.
Incognia Onboarding Friction Index
Using the data gathered during this analysis the Incognia Onboarding Friction Index was calculated. The Incognia Onboarding
Friction Index is designed to provide a measure of the best onboarding experience. The index is calculated using a weighted
sum of the number of screens, number of required fields, number of clicks, and time required for sign-up. The lower the index,
the better the onboarding experience.
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Market background
The global pandemic has proved to be a tremendous accelerant to consumer
adoption of mobile services, in particular for financial services, including mobile
banking and mobile payments. Early reporting for Q2 2020 showed an uptick
of 34% in fintech app downloads, with SensorTower reporting a record total of
1.24 billion downloads of fintech apps in this time period.
With continued innovations in mobile payments, consumers not only want to
bank online but also want to make use of mobile payments as they adjust their
buying habits to meet the restrictions of traditional in-store purchases.
With many new users moving to mobile banking we wanted to investigate how
easy or difficult the onboarding process was for new customers opening new
accounts on mobile. For many individuals this is their first time using a fintech
app - they are digital newbies to mobile banking.

34% growth in fintech
app downloads in Q2 2020
Source: SensorTower
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The rise of mobile banking has created

onboarding process for a mobile customer

opportunities for new, challenger, and neo-

is the first impression of what it will be like to

banks, that only have a digital presence

be a customer. Lengthy processes result in

and have no physical branches to acquire

abandoned applications and a reduction in

customers. In this new world of mobile

new account open rates. Failure to onboard

banking there is risk for both parties. The

a new customer is more costly to a company

bank has not met in person with the new

in terms of lost revenue than fraud losses.

customer, and the new customer will

Opening a
new account

be sharing sensitive information with a

In our increasingly digital world, fraudsters

company that they have never met with

can mimic real people by using stolen or

in-person and that may have no physical

fake, synthetic identities to create accounts.

branches.

Fraud detection systems are designed to
catch the signals that distinguish a real

From the bank’s perspective there is a

user from a fake user. However with the

priority to ensure that whoever is opening

increasing

the account is a legitimate person and

fraud detection has become a game of cat

not a fraudster. Know Your Customer

and mouse. The fraud detection process

(KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML)

has become an increasingly a multi-layered

requirements and laws make it imperative

approach. With each layer of protection

to enforce controls to detect potential fraud

comes added friction.

sophistication

of

fraudsters,

with new account applications.
Balancing fraud prevention and friction is
the

a challenge for every fintech app - however

information and steps required to open

some handle it better than others. Incognia

a new account on a fintech app are the

created the Onboarding Friction Index to

beginning of their customer experience. In

provide a metric for comparing apps based

the absence of any in-person interaction the

on their onboarding friction.

From

a

customer’s

perspective
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Key results
Mobile banking

Trading/Investing

Other financial services

Chime

Robinhood

Credit Sesame

Chime

Robinhood

Credit Sesame

Simple

Acorns

Credit Sesame

Chime

Robinhood

Earnin

Chime

Robinhood

Credit Sesame, Earnin

Lowest Onboarding
Friction index
Shortest time to
open a new account
Fewest number of
onboarding screens
Fewest number of required
clicks for onboarding
Fewest number of required
fields in onboarding index
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Number of clicks, fields and screens
The number of required clicks, fields and screens included in the onboarding
process varied considerably between the apps. On average the onboarding
process took six minutes, and involved an average of 14 screens, with 16 fields
that needed to be completed and 29 clicks required of the user.
Average Number of Onboarding Screens, Clicks and Fields for Fintech Apps
Time to complete application (min)

6

# of screens

14

# of clicks

29

# of fields

16

Note: The data was calculated based on the average of the metrics for each app reviewed in this report
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User experience meets
customer experience
The apps took a variety of approaches to

In this analysis the reviewed apps had quite

their onboarding process. Our analysis

a range of different user experiences. The

included both a quantitative and qualitative

art of user experience was illustrated in

analysis of the onboarding process for

how some apps requested one key piece of

each app. The screens and required fields

information per screen, versus other apps

and clicks, and total application time were

that packed multiple information requests

measured for each app. In addition, each

in one screen. For some apps the legal

app’s processes were assessed in the

notices were presented in full text taking

following areas: information requested,

up multiple screens. In other apps the legal

identity verification, account security steps,

terms were presented as a link for users to

handling of legal and privacy notices, and

click into as they desired. Some of the apps

account configuration..

explicitly explained why information was
being requested and when it was being

The steps for completing a new account

used for identity verification, in other apps

application

the screens were very sparse on text. Finally,

were

categorized

into

following actions:

the

some apps included the configuration
of the account as a required part of the

•

ID Verification

•

Account security

configuration of the account was optional

•

Review and acceptance of legal and

and the user could elect to configure later.

privacy notices

•

Account configuration

onboarding process, while in other apps the

Onboarding screenshots for each reviewed
app are included later in this report.
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Onboarding by the numbers
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Onboarding Friction Index
The calculation of the Incognia Onboarding Friction Index is intended to provide

Onboarding Friction Index
Credit Sesame

a measure of the ease and speed of creating a new account via a mobile app. The
overall winners for the fintech app with the lowest Onboarding Friction Index in

Robinhood

each app category were:
Chime

Lowest Onboarding Friction Index
Acorns

Mobile banking
Trading/Investing

Chime
MoneyLion

Robinhood
Simple

Other financial services

Credit Sesame
GoBank

The Credit Sesame app had the lowest Onboarding friction of all apps reviewed.
Chime had the lowest Onboarding Friction Index for Mobile Banking apps and
Robinhood had the lowest Onboarding Friction Index for Investment/Trading
apps.

Earnin
Wealthfront
Dave

4.14
5.00
5.00
5.43
5.86
5.86
6.57
6.71
9.57
N/A

Note: the application process could not be completed on the
Dave app during the allowable time window so it was not
possible to assign a Friction Index.
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Time to complete onboarding
Shortest New Account Application Time - Fintech Apps
Mobile banking
Trading/Investing
Other financial services

Chime
Robinhood
Credit Sesame

Overall the Credit Sesame, and Chime apps tied for the shortest time to complete
a new account application.
In reviewing the selected apps the average time to complete an application
was six minutes. Six of the fintech apps came in under six minutes, for time to
complete the new account application, three apps were more than 50% above

Time to Complete New Account
Application on Mobile App
(minutes : seconds)

Credit Sesame
Chime
MoneyLion
Robinhood
Acorns
GoBank

this time, and for one app, the application could not be completed.

Simple

Compared with the short attention span of mobile users, six minutes squeaks

Wealthfront

under the typical attention span for a mobile web user. An analysis by SimilarWeb
showed that the attention span for mobile web users was typically less than 450

Earnin

seconds, or 6.5 minutes, which is less than half the attention span of desktop
users. Compared with the time to visit a physical branch, wait in line and then

Dave

4:30
4:30
5:00
5:00
6:00
6:00
9:00
9:30
11:00
N/A

manage the application process in person, six minutes is meteorically fast.
During 2020 with restricted access to banks, the investment of six minutes to
open a mobile banking account obviously seemed a good investment of time.

Note: the application process could not be completed on the
Dave app during the allowable time window so it was not
possible to assign a Friction Index.
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Onboarding screens

Number of required screens
for Mobile App Onboarding

Shortest New Account Application Time - Fintech Apps
Mobile banking
Trading/Investing
Other financial services

Simple
Acorns
Credit Sesame

Overall the Credit Sesame app required the user to view the fewest number of
screens in the onboarding process.
Mobile banking apps, Simple, Chime and GoBank required the next fewest
number of screens, followed by Investing apps Acorns and Robinhood. Dave
and Wealthfront had the highest number of screens, with Wealthfront requiring
users to view 28 screens to complete a new account application on mobile,

8
Credit Sesame
Simple
Chime
GoBank
Acorns
Robinhood
MoneyLion

more than two times the number of screens required by other investing apps:
Robinhood and Acorns.

Earnin

The Wealthfront app included the specific legal and privacy text for the user to

Dave

review which added to the required number of screens.
Wealthfront

10
11
11
12
14
15
16
18
28

Note: the application process could not be completed on the
Dave app during the allowable time window so it was not
possible to assign a Friction Index.
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Onboarding required clicks

Number of required clicks
for Mobile App Onboarding

Fewest Number of Required Clicks
Mobile banking
Trading/Investing
Other financial services

Chime
Robinhood
Earnin

Overall the Robinhood app required the fewest number of clicks in the onboarding
process.
Mobile banking app, Chime had the next fewest number of required clicks.
Interestingly, the Simple app had one of the lowest number of required screens
but, one of the highest number of required clicks, - illustrating the difference in
UX between apps.

Robinhood
Chime
Acorns
MoneyLion
Earnin
Credit Sesame
GoBank
Dave
Simple
Wealthfront

16
22
23
26
28
30
32
35
35
45
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Onboarding required fields

Number of required fields for
Mobile App Onboarding

Fewest Required Fields in Onboarding - Fintech Apps
Mobile banking
Trading/Investing
Other financial services

Chime
Robinhood
Credit Sesame, Earnin

Overall, the Credit Sesame and Earnin apps tied for fewest number of fields
required for the user to complete in the Onboarding process. The Robinhood
app was the Investing app that required completion of the fewest number of
fields.

Credit Sesame
Earnin
Robinhood
Chime
MoneyLion
Acorns
Dave
Simple
Wealthfront
GoBank

9
9
11
15
16
17
17
19
21
25
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Summary of friction metrics
for mobile onboarding

App Name

Sign-up

Onboarding

Clicks

Fields

Screens

time

Friction Index

Credit Sesame

30

9

8

04:30

4.14

Chime

22

15

11

04:30

5.00

Robinhood

16

11

14

05:00

5.00

Acorns

23

17

12

06:00

5.43

MoneyLion

26

16

15

05:00

5.86

Simple

35

19

10

09:00

5.86

GoBank

32

25

11

06:00

6.57

Earnin

28

9

16

11:00

6.71

Wealthfront

45

21

28

09:30

9.57

Dave

35

17

18

N/A
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Identity verification at onboarding
Going beyond the numbers
Beyond counting the clicks, fields, screens, and time to complete a
new account application, our analysis also took a qualitative look at the
information that fintech apps are gathering as part of the onboarding
process. In addition to counting the numbers, we looked at the id verification
and security methods required of new users. We looked at what information
was being requested, and what steps took up the most onboarding time, to
assess the sources of friction for the onboarding process.
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Going beyond the numbers
PII Requirements
In analyzing the different methods used

all apps it is customary for creating a

experience and elongated the time to

for ID verification, we not only looked at

financial account, and some of the apps

create an account. The Wealthfront app

the methods used but also the amount of

explicitly state why they are requesting this

requested the most additional information

the personally identifiable information (PII)

information.

for account configuration in its onboarding
process.

requested. With the exception of the apps
Earnin and Dave, all the apps required entry

In addition to entering the requested

of the following information for identity

information for identity verification, the

verification:

apps Simple and Dave also required the
uploading of document scans to complete

•

First Name

•

Last Name

•

Address

Acorns, Earnin and Dave apps all state that

•

Mobile Number

the account validation may take up to 2 - 3

•

Date of Birth

days to complete.

•

Social Security Number

the identity verification and the mobile
onboarding processes. The Robinhood,

In addition to the requested Identity

Address verification
The Credit Sesame app was unique in that
it included a real-time address verification
check against linked credit information.
While all the apps requested address
information it was not evident that were
using this for real-time identity verification.
2 step verification of mobile phone number
The

majority

of

apps

used

one-time

The requirement of providing a physical

Verification information a number of the

address is particular to fintech apps and

apps also ask for additional information to

the KYC process. Also the request to provide

inform the financial products offered to the

a date of birth and social security number

user. This additional information included

is not required from most apps. For many

Occupation, Source of Income, Annual

two step verification.

digital newbies the need to enter a SSN

Income,

preferences.

Using OTP via SMS is now designated a

can be the point of drop off in new account

Including this information as required

restricted authenticator according to the

creation. While the information requested

during the onboarding process added

latest NIST guidelines for authentication,

by a fintech app may not be typical of

screen views, clicks and fields to the user

because of concerns about associated

and

Investment

passwords (OTP) shared via SMS, and in
some cases email, to verify that the mobile
phone belonged to the new user as part of
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risks, including SIM swap attacks. NIST

making use of the connected bank account

Authentication factors

recommends that subscribers be offered

information for customer identification.

for new accounts

at least one alternative not restricted
authenticator option.
Legal notices

Authentication for new accounts
All apps required an email address and
entry of a password, and then with the

While all apps required the user to accept

exception of Chime and GoBank, all apps

the legal terms and conditions, Wealthfront

required the user to set up an additional

provided screens showing the text of these

authentication factor to protect the new

conditions vs. just providing a link, this

account. The most common additional

added to the onboarding time and number

authentication factor for securing access

of screens for the Wealthfront app.

to new accounts was a PIN. The option to

The Wealthfront app included the specific
legal and privacy text for the user to
review. This added to the onboarding time
and number of screens viewed for the
Wealthfront app.

Email + password 100%

use TouchID was only offered by one app,

PIN 90%

SMS OTP 60%

Security questions 17%

MoneyLion. Two apps, Acorns and GoBank,
required adding security questions as an

Email OTP

9%

additional authentical factor to protect the
account.

Touch ID 9%

The inclusion of additional steps for securing
Linking of bank accounts

the account during new account creation

Several of the apps provided the option for

added screens and clicks to the onboarding

the user to link an existing bank account
to the mobile app account. For three of
the apps: Earnin, Dave, and Wealthfront,
linking a bank account was required. Given
that Earnin and Dave did not require entry
of essential PII it is assumed that they are

process. This may explain why minimal
options for two factor authentication are
provided during onboarding. Within the
apps, additional authentication methods
were offered as options for users to add
more security to their accounts. This will be
reviewed in future reports.
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Onboarding details
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Credit Sesame
Onboarding metrics
4.14

Onboarding Friction Index

30

Clicks
Time for sign-up

04:30 min

Screens

8

Fields

9

Number of ID verification methods

5

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

No
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Chime
Onboarding metrics
5

Onboarding Friction Index
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Clicks
Time for sign-up

04:30 min

Screens

11

Fields

15

Number of ID verification methods

5

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

No

23

24

Robinhood
Onboarding metrics
5

Onboarding Friction Index

16

Clicks
Time for sign-up

05:00 min

Screens

14

Fields

11

Number of ID verification methods

5

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

No

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

Yes
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Acorns
Onboarding metrics
5.43

Onboarding Friction Index

23

Clicks
Time for sign-up

06:00 min

Screens

12

Fields

17

Number of ID verification methods

5

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

No

27

28

MoneyLion
Onboarding metrics
5.86

Onboarding Friction Index
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Clicks
Time for sign-up

05:00 min

Screens

15

Fields

16

Number of ID verification methods

6

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

Yes

29

30

Simple
Onboarding metrics
5.86

Onboarding Friction Index

35

Clicks
Time for sign-up

09:00 min

Screens

10

Fields

19

Number of ID verification methods

6

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

Yes

31

32

GoBank
Onboarding metrics
6.57

Onboarding Friction Index

32

Clicks
Time for sign-up

06:00 min

Screens
Fields
Number of ID verification methods

11
25
4

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

No

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

No

OTP SMS

No

33

34

Earnin
Onboarding metrics
6.71

Onboarding Friction Index

28

Clicks
Time for sign-up

11:00 min

Screens

16

Fields

9

Number of ID verification methods

3

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

No

Mobile Phone

No

Date of Birth

No

SSN

No

Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

Yes

OTP SMS

Yes

35

36

37

Wealthfront
Onboarding metrics
9.57

Onboarding Friction Index

45

Clicks
Time for sign-up

09:30 min

Screens

28

Fields

21

Number of ID verification methods

8

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

Yes

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

Yes

SSN

Yes

Document upload

Yes

Link Bank Account

Yes

OTP SMS

Yes

38

39

40

Dave
Onboarding metrics
Onboarding Friction Index
Clicks
Time for sign-up

N/A
35
N/A

Screens

18

Fields

17

Number of ID verification methods

4

ID Verification methods
First Name, Last Name

Yes

Address

No

Mobile Phone

Yes

Date of Birth

No

SSN
Document upload

No

Link Bank Account

Yes

OTP SMS

Yes

41

42
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Summary
The COVID-19 global pandemic has increased user’s interest in using mobile
banking and fintech apps. With limited access to physical branches, users are
turning to mobile apps for their financial services. Creating a new account
with a fintech mobile app is a different experience from creating a new account in-person in a bank, and also compared with creating a new account
on a non-fintech mobile app. The information requested from a new user on
a fintech app includes personally identifiable information (PII) that users do
not typically provide including home address and a social security number.
This information is required for compliance with KYC and AML regulations
and to verify the identity of the person opening the account. The fintech apps
with the lowest Onboarding Friction Index stand out for their streamlined
user experience, evidenced by shorter application time and fewer screens
and clicks. Most fintech apps are still relying on one time passcodes as a baseline for securing new accounts, and are not utilizing the address information
to verify the real-time location and location behavior of the new user. Streamlining the security and ID verification processes by utilizing the address
for real-time identity verification offers the opportunity to reduce friction and
increase new account conversions.
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About Incognia
Incognia is a private identity company that enables advanced mobile fraud prevention for banks, fintech and
mcommerce companies. Using location-based behavioral biometrics Incognia offers frictionless identity verification
and authentication. We are headquartered in Palo Alto, with teams in the San Francisco Bay Area, New York, and Brazil,
and 60M+ devices leverage our location technology.
We enable the use of anonymized location behavioral data to increase account security, reduce fraud, and deliver
private location context aware services. Incognia’s location technology uses network signals and on-device sensors
to deliver highly precise location information. By building an anonymous behavioral pattern, unique for each user,
Incognia provides location context and creates a private digital identity for account security.
Companies with mobile apps and connected devices use Incognia for frictionless user ID verification, dynamic adaptive
authentication, risk assessment and fraud detection, all while protecting user privacy.
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